Tork-Away connections are reliable, secure and safe.

When the pre-set torque is applied, the hex portion breaks off. This is visual, inspectible proof that the proper torque has been applied. The result is a smooth conical shape which is virtually impossible to grip with any tool, so the connection is extremely tamper-resistant, vandal-resistant, and safe. Tork-Away security hardware is stainless steel nuts and/or bolts for maximum corrosion resistance.

Reliability – Tork-Away assures the proper installation torque, so the integrity of the electrical joint is inspectible and assured.

Security – Tork-Away provides a safe connection which cannot be removed without destroying the hardware… virtually tamper-proof and vandal-proof.

Installability – Tork-Away is installed with common tools… no molds, no flames, no weather limitations.

Inspectability – Tork-Away is easily inspected… when the hex portion is gone, the proper torque has been applied and a reliable, safe connection is assured.

Irreversible – A Tork-Away connection cannot be removed without destruction.

Numerous Greaves products are available with the Tork-Away feature:

- U-bolt clamps – CH, CG (Fig 2)
- Ground rod clamps – G1500
- I-beam clamps – GBC40, GBCL
- Universal Ground Clamps – CX
- Stainless steel hardware for lug mounting
- Fence Ground Clamp – GFGC